The Full Lid
11th December 2020
It's Friday, it's 5pm GMT and you just yelled 'I said GOOD DAY, SIR!' to the
week. Welcome to the Full Lid. Here's what's good:)
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All I Wanted For Christmas Was
Cyberpunk
My response to Cyberpunk 2077's release this week is... complex. This is me
thinking out loud, very much in progress.
That cover is Cyberpunk 1st edition, my entry point to tabletop RPGs. Aged
thirteen, at a school that somehow had an RPG competition (with prizes!),
Cyberpunk was the rst game I bought for myself. Written by Mike

Pondsmith, released by R.Talsorian Games. A whirlwind combination of
those William Gibson books I didn't quite understand and the anime I taped
from Channel 4 and was de nitely not old enough to watch. Set in Night
City, Cyberpunk is a game about what's happening up the street from Blade
Runner and across town from Cyber City Oedo 808. The world is run by
corporations, life is cheap, your next upgrade isn't and the internet is a
much prettier place to be but probably still has Reddit. Welcome to the
dark future, make sure you do not look at the explosion you just caused.
This wasn't just my start with TTRPGs but the start of a franchise which this
week morphed, at wildly varying frame rates, into Cyberpunk 2077. The last
of the AAA titles for the old consoles! The rst for the new! A deep dive into
dystopian darkness where only the coolest survive and look cool doing cool
things near Keanu Reeeeeeeeeves!
That was the goal. But not the plan. The plan was the problem.

This was the initial announcement trailer, released SEVEN! years ago.
There's the rst part of the problem. The second is, oddly, less obvious if
you know the game world. I remember watching this trailer and ticking o
the elements in my head:
Night City PD called to a violent incident
A case of cyber-psychosis (overt replacement of esh with metal
driving a subject mentally unstable)
Roll out the powered armor, lads!
Knife lady there is about to have a sudden percussive job change.

There's a lot to enjoy in this little mini-movie and the way it lays out the
rules of the world. There's also the cheerful sexism of knife lady being not
exactly dressed, the fetishization of her form through its mutilation and the
jackboot to the wallet of 'Congratulations, we can kill you or you're a cop
now!'
All of which at distance, ltered through a questioning lens and a controller
is FUN as HELL. Seriously the last Cyberpunk campaign I ran was basically
this concept with fewer guns and more clothes and the players still talk
about it.
But then there's the subtle knife. The one the game didn't even know it was
cutting itself with:
COMING: WHEN IT'S READY
About that...

Yes his face has yet to render in. Yes you are like two feet away. Yes it is
STILL somehow 2020. As Dillon in the Details (and this still) show, there are
colossal wait times for textures and animations, seemingly at random. This
is not good for any game. For a bleeding edge game about the bleeding
edge? It's borderline unforgivable. Especially after multiple delays and the
months spent in crunch.

Coming to the Crunch
Crunch is feral overtime, studio employees working six or seven day weeks
to ship a game. It's a horri c work practice and one that's everywhere in
game development. Here's an excellent Japanese Times piece on it.

CD Project Red (CPDR), the studio behind Cyberpunk 2077, pledged that
crunch would not be necessary. It... then became necessary. To his credit,
this quote given to Kotaku from studio head Adam Badowski at least makes
the right noises:
I take it upon myself to receive the full backlash for the decision. I know this is in
direct opposition to what we’ve said about crunch. It’s also in direct opposition
to what I personally grew to believe a while back — that crunch should never be
the answer. But we’ve extended all other possible means of navigating the
situation.
This is normally the point where people start pointing out that other
professions keep unpleasant hours and you don't get to sit around making
video games. To quote a favorite comedian, we don't have time to unpack
all that. By and large, that's accurate. As is the fact that those people usually
get overtime. While CDPR do pay their developers overtime, the di erence
between what they've been saying publicly and what's been reported
privately is vast. If you believe the sources, crunch has been a part of
Cyberpunk 2077's team's lives for a year. A trailhead of ended relationships,
broken families and hospitalizations that these practices so often lead.
Remember, this game has been in development for at lease SEVEN YEARS.
And yet a possible year of crunch has led to a release riddled with bugs and
problems. All of this will of course, be laid at the developer's feet, but this is
a cultural issue. And one multiple AAA title developers just don't seem to
want to face. Crunch is ght club. The rst rule is you don't talk about it.
The second rule is you all do it and you do it not to beat the system but to
hold it up. To create a consumer artefact. One called Cyberpunk 2077.
And speaking of irony...
On September 30th, Adam Badowski tweeted that:
And, like in recent years, 10% of the annual pro t our company generates in
2020 will be split directly among the team.'
Super cially this is admirable, the kind of move that aims to redistribute
some of the massive rewards these titles generate for the top of their
pyramids. (Hello to Disney for the exact reasons they think.) So in theory,
this looks great.
Until you see the word 'pro t' and you realize this is just another vice to put
these poor folks in. Because the better the reviews the more it will sell and

if it sells well enough, then Dobby will be a free elf! If it doesn't, the
company doesn't make money, the health and life shattering crunch will
have been for nothing, no bonus and presumably? Someone's getting their
hands ironed. This also puts the fact several sources have the team voting
for crunch in context. Because when it comes down to it what would you
vote for? The chance at a bonus or no chance at all?
Remember, work hard! Make money! More than if you worked sensibly!
Because that way nothing has to change aside from the meat in the
machine. The meat that's you. That, right now, is taking heat for a AAA
game looking like this on release.
So let's review. So far, we have a game about scrappy, desperate streetlevel techno urchins ghting to be able to a ord to live and breathe. The
video game sequel to which is being put together by an organization that
fought a losing war against one of the two cultures killing its industry and
then used the promise of pro t share to drive its exhausted sta still faster
towards Castle Capitalism.
Bad, yes? Oh but we're just getting warmed up...

The Other(ing) Problem
The absolute kindest thing you can say about how the game has been
promoted over the last seven years is that it's been... edgy. They've joked
with one of Texas' newest, richest, loudest pandemic-deniers. They've
unleashed a legion of trans jokes and micro aggressions that would make
Texas' other newest, richest, loudest pandemic denying transphobe
resident applaud. They've had a high old time, and delivered the exact sort
of not-quite apology that Twitter loves almost as much as updates that
mean it's cosplaying as Instagram.
There are so many things that are maddening about this behaviour, but
let's look at two. Firstly, it seems to have worked. Secondly, cyberpunk is a
genre that works best when it embraces the subversive, the pushing of
boundaries. Those boundaries have shifted vast distances from the TTRPGs
convention, heck even in the mere seven years since the game's
announcement. But you'd be forgiven for thinking no one involved has
noticed.
The best example of this is the game's attitude towards trans characters
and players. The game pays lip service to gender expression and

exploration, running a gauntlet from the commonplace (hair styles limited
to certain genders) to the ridiculous. This article goes into detail, both about
what the trans and non-gender con rming character options are, and what
they could have or should have been.
More importantly it discusses the messages such design choices sends
about inclusivity. Or, far too often, the lack of it. I believe CDPR want trans
players in their community. I also believe they aren't ready to hear them, or
defend them when the other elements they've courted so assiduously
come for them. For example, in 40 hours of playing, one correspondent
reported that they encountered exactly one queer-coded character who
was, of course, a villain.
Because in the dark future, the most punk thing to be is -- somehow, yet
again -- a cis straight white man. Entirely justi ably, a lot of people are not
okay with that AT all.

Goodnight, City
As of my writing this, the game has released. Well, "released" here meaning
"available for patching on an overwhelmed Steam platform near you,
riddled with bugs". It'll make its money and no doubt spawn a dozen other
edgelord marketing campaigns that will titillate themselves by seeing how
close to the line they can get.
That's a problem for the industry now. Add it to the pile. Don't hold your
breath.
I know people who are playing it and having a blast and honestly I'm
delighted for them. Games are GREAT, especially in this blasted hellscape of
a year.
But I won't be joining them. Because the cyberpunk I love is a game about
people -- wildly diverse, deeply weird, sometimes barely functional people -ghting back against a system rigged for them to lose. The streets of Night
City aren't full of self consciously straight, pretty folks with malfunctioning
trousers to me. They're a glorious explosion of weird. Pride Week
happening inside Mardi Gras inside GenCon inside Akira inside Johnny
Mnemonic. I don't see that here. Not now. Not yet. Not without even more
work by the victims of marginalisation, ghting for the bare minimum:
being seen, being present.

These mean streets? I've been down them before, and there's nothing here
for me.
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Other Cities, Other Punks: Deus Ex
This thing is ancient. And brilliant -- I'm still thinking about it decades later. This trailer
is a hilariously bad representation but please trust me when I say this is a deeply
weird, wildly variable game that became the first time I ever felt the weight of
responsibility for a fictional world. BADASS soundtrack, mind.

Babyteeth
Editor's note: spoilers
Content Warning: Teenage mortality, suicidal ideation, terminal illness
Everything you need to know about Babyteeth is wrapped up in one of its

penultimate moments. Terminally ill teenager Milla (Eliza Scanlen) and her
mother Anna (Essie Davis) are playing music at Milla's birthday party. The
two have been at loggerheads for the entire movie but here, at last, their
relationship transposed into time and meter, they're in harmony. Until a
friend has to leave because her water has broken.
Life is untidy and messy and odd and at times brutal and funny. No
narrative is tidy, nothing is certain beyond the things you wish for and the
things you wish against. This story, which echoes earlier excellent
Australian dramas Lantana and Little Fish in style and approach, never
forgets that.

Milla, played with ery intensity by Eliza Scanlen, is dying. Her parents Anna
and Henry (Ben Mendelsohn) are barely keeping it together. Anna is on
more drugs than her daughter, Henry is irting with a neighbour and
dreaming of what will happen when this isn't their lives anymore at least as
much as he is dreading it. They exist in that stretched distended summer at
the end of adolescence, and the end of life. A familial scream held in. A
moment both transient and desperately, ercely xated upon.
They're not remotely okay. They know it. That's all they have.
And then, there's Moses. Toby Wallace's gloriously broken and de ant
failson gets a brilliant entrance that slides from near suicide to towering
rat-haired Olympian to deeply terri ed stranger in under three minutes.
He's charming, plausible, never once trustworthy and never knows how to
go away. Wallace is gangly, awkward, charming, furious and terri ed. He's
wounded from the start, covering it up, doing a bad job and knowing it.
He's a mercurial element in the family's pre-calci ed grief. Milla adopts him
as much as he does her. Two half-lives, making a di erent whole in which

all four roll along, often merrily, sometimes even in the same direction.
Hyperbolic as the subject matter could so easily have been, Rita Kalnejais
adapts her own play with wit and gentleness, and in a manner that puts the
original text last. This is a fearsome cast, four dynamos powering along in
the same unity their characters aren't. She and debut feature director
Shannon Murphy do an exemplary job of clearing the ground for the cast,
folding in visual witticisms at every turn. Mendelsohn gets to do a little
screwball comedy, Scanlen's laser-like stare powers scenes along and
Wallace's permanent motion and carefully orchestrated sincerity is funny
and horrifying in equal measure. Davis is the secret breakout though,
utterly convincing as she careens from emotion to emotion. Awake at the
wheel but unable to steer.
Babyteeth isn't a movie about something horrible happening. It's about
whether it's okay to be bored waiting for it to arrive. It is. Because in this
long, all too nite summer of nal adolescence, what these characters
discover in the heat haze and mist isn't serenity, but reassurance. Milla's
death is not a full stop at the end of a book. It's at the end of a paragraph.
And the magic of the lm is in how that makes it both something to be
mourned and celebrated.
Babyteeth is available this week and it's going to be a hard watch for some
but a rewarding, oddly reassuring watch for many others.

Other Cities, Other Punks: VA-11 Hall-A
A cyberpunk bartending adventure. Corgis. Amazing drinks. Better soundtrack.
Did I mention corgis?

New reader? Looking for a back issue?
Buy me a co ee?

Website
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Instagram

Facebook

Echo Sector
Editor's note: GUITARS
Oh but I love surf rock. Give me surf astrorock? And I am a very, very happy
boy INDEED.
Echo Sector is surf rock the same way Dan Dare is a hymn to the RAF: to the
core and with a twinkle in it's eye. That's rarely truer than on the track
'Sandwom Strut' where keyboard player and author Spencer Ellsworth
drives the band into a tight, funky near-disco frenzy which then turns into a
Spector-esque wall of noise I will absolutely be hearing where and
whenever I see worm sign next summer. Space with a hint of back alley car
chase.
There isn't a bad track on this album, song after song which wouldn't feel
out of place playing on the Dark Star's ightdeck on their way to Santa
Monica. I especially liked 'Quasar Quagmire' with its carefully plotted orbits

of ri s and refrains. Like contemporaries Daikaiju they mix science ction
and surf, riding the waves of each with equal skill.
'Capt. Dan Steely' is the standout for me though. Starting with a frantic,
precise, nod to Dick Dale, it's the sort of crashing, soaring piece of music
you'd expect to play over the opening credits of a TV show where people
jump away from slow motion explosions -- Captain Steely! Space Patrol! -and I'd own every episode.
The album sprints through its run time but never checks its watch and each
track feels broad, expansive and composed. Album closer 'Midwest
Destroyer' is equal parts mad science, car chase and beach party. Which as
we all know is the best kind.
The album also includes three ash pieces from Spencer Ellsworth and they
alone would absolutely be worth the price of admission. 'The Titans' is the
nal stage of a voyage that is not as advertised, but perhaps deserves to be.
'Cattle Drive' is a Martian cowboy noir and 'Night Sighs'? Well that's the best
sur ng story I've ever read. Especially set on Jupiter.
Wide, expansive music full of the joy and knowledge of complexity. These
are stories machine-tooled by an expert author into haunting, beautiful
barbs of the future.
...From 12th Planet by Echo Sector is available now. Find more of Spencer's
books here, and Spencer here.

Other Cities, Other Punks: Transistor
The premise of Transistor is more inherently cyberpunk than anything I've seen
from Cyberpunk 2077. It's also deeply sweet, remarkably clever and subtle, and
has an amazing soundtrack. You'd expect nothing less from the studio that
brought us Hades.

Want More?

Signal Boost
Adopt-A-Book
Savage Legion by Matt Wallace: Bump, Matt's MG debut is my most
anticipated book of 2021 so far. Pre-order it here.
Beneath the Rising by Premee Mohamed: Check here for Premee's preorder and order details. Including from the FUTURE.
Notes from Small Worlds by Nate Crowley: Nate's back on the RPS
podcast in the Cavern of Lies! It's best you go listen. There are a
couple other project's in Nate's future as well...
In Support of Living
The mighty AK Faulkner lets us know of someone who could use
assistance. Amy Veeres is a trans author in need of a nancial hand.
Please help out if you can.
With Elliot Page's statement last week. this is a really timely guide to
what deadnaming is and how and why not to do it.
Eldrtichcatpossum brings this Hu Post piece about the total
seachange needed in approaches to obesity.
Books
Skull & Book Press are raising '...money through Pateon to publish
Little Miss Apocalypse, a novel about rst love, angst, and nuclear
paranoia in real time. It's in progress, but one can jump in, start
reading from the beginning, and then follow along to the conclusion.
:).'
The excellent Briana Morgan has a new collection out, The TrickerTreater And Other Stories.
Gaming
Ed Fortune brings news of Wizard's next liveplay special, which
apparently resembles a certain Christmas movie and takes place on
today! NOW IN FACT!

Liz Gist wants to recommend Dreadful Realms: Caverns of the Wise
Minister, a new dark 5E setting. It's funded and is just coming in to
land so now is a great time to hop aboard.
The excellent Danie Ware brings details of Handiwork Games new
Handimonsters Patreon. For a monthly subscription you get new
beasties for your campaign complete with art, stats, background and
lore.
This is an excellent piece about Supermassive, the designers of Hades
and how they successfully avoid crunch.
Podcasting
The Awesome Comics Podcast are running a charity drive for Cancer
Research throughout December. Full details here and massive thanks
to the wonderful Robnoady for the heads up.
That's this week's Signal Boost, folks. If you have a project you'd like to see here
get in touch.

Other Cities, Other Punks: Shadowrun Returns
At Marguerite's insistence. Although we remain a House Divided -- she

Shadowrun, I Cyberpunk -- it's hard to imagine one without the other like peanut
butter and chocolate (or marmite). A turn-based reboot that plays to the original
TTRPG mechanic strengths, you'll nd more character creation options and
diversity among these chummers, and that's setting aside the trolls, orcs and
elves.

Where You Can Find Me This
Week
Guest Appearances
I was SO HAPPY to be on Rank and Vile! The de nitive ranking of every
horror movie ever it's one of my favorite shows, Ryan is an amazing
host and we had a blast. The movie? All time '90s mega-classic Split
Second. Who do we think would be sticky? Why is ooded London
not... ooded? What EVEN IS THIS MOVIE? SOME of these questions
are answered and all of them are enthusiastically raised in this
fantastic episode!
And then! This very Saturday! Us! You! Rusty Quill Gaming and Giving!
3.15 Among Us
Featuring @Mikey_Scamp, @godigumdrop, @BraveSirFblthp, @Al
exanderNewall, @AvoidedDrowning, @VeraRaeArt, @AlasdairStu
art, @LegalValkyrie & Hannah!
10.15pm Tabletop Simulator, Dixit & Snake Oil
Featuring @jonnywaistcoat, @AvoidedDrowning, @godigumdrop
, @AlasdairStuart and @LegalValkyrie!
That and so much more taking place at Rusty Quill's Twitch stream
this very Saturday! 11am to 11pm!
Twitch
The Last Camp re continues, with slightly less emotion, MUCH more
worldbuilding and a really REALLY great turtle. Come see!
Meanwhile over on the Wednesday stream, It's Stave II of A Christmas
Carol where there is DEFINITELY not less emotion. Massive thanks
to Ryandroyd for our two new amazing pieces of music! Get your
vibes!
Podcast Land
PseudoPod 735: The Slow King

Written by Tim Major and narrated by Simon Meddings
Hosted by Alasdair Stuart with audio production by Marty Perrett

That's this week's Signal Boost, folks. If you have a project you'd like to see
here get in touch.

Other Cities, Other Punks: Deus Ex: Human Revolution
Hello, Mr. Jensen, it's been a while. A prequel/reboot for the original Deus Ex and
by some distance one of the best written games of its genre. Check out the
MUSIC, and the stunning voice work by Elias Toufexis, the man who gets his butt
kicked in all your favorite sci TV shows. (And he didn't ask for this)

Find me on The Online
Website

Twitter

Instagram

Housekeeping
Hey folks, one nal time:

Facebook

The last TFL of 2020 will be on 18th December -- we're taking 25th
December and 1st January 2021 as a holiday break. Weekly issues will
resume 8th January.
Still trying to reach that self-set subscriber goal. If you like this issue,
maybe share with a friend and see if they want to sign up? Or give it a
boost on your social media of choice? Thanks!

Signing O

/ Playing Out

Thanks for reading, folks! As we turn this series of nal corners in the
seemingly eternal Milton Keynes roundabout of the year please remember
two things:
Self care. You're needed. Your spot is earned and held for you by
people who care about you. I hope that inspires you as much as it
does me.
Milton Keynes is a surprisingly delightful town with a great Lego store
where they train MI:5 operatives how to acclimatise to US cities. I've
said too much.
We'll be back next week for the nal TFL of the year. The
Team KennerStuart Instagram remains full of visual delights, mostly food
although there's an EPIC bird powder down faceplant I may try and
capture. Oh and you can always reach us on the Twitters because it cannot
be harmed by conventional weaponry. We know.
Playing us out this week are the brilliant clipping. proving they can turn
their hand to anything and everything. Happy second night of Hanukkah for
those celebrating! And this?

is a Full Lid.
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